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red: 

As she is the youngest of the 
group, she can be a bit childish 

and naïve, but her love and 
passion of music ultimately 

led her to be RWBY's leader and 
lead singer. She was inspired to 

become a music artist by 
watching and listening to 
numerous fairy tale musical 
films as a child, which also 
lead to her taking up a Little 

Red Riding Hood persona.

white: 

Self centered, standoffish, 
and an obnoxious know it 

all. However, she has the most 
potential out of the group, 
with knowledge on how to 
perfectly play every tune on 

every instrument and the ability 
to create songs on the fly. It's 
just up to the rest of RWBY to 

make those songs great!



Black: 

With a quiet nature and a love 
of music, books, and anything 

else he can get his hands 
on, Black truly shines whilst 
supporting RWBY on stage as 
the background music, using 
his skills as a percussionist, 
guitarist, and pianist to give 

RWBY's songs their 
recognizable rhythm. 

Yellow: 

When life gives you lemons, 
make lemonade! Optimistic, hard 
working, quick thinking, and 

with a smile always on his face, 
Yellow is what makes RWBY 

who they are. He cares deeply 
for both his band members and 
for RWBY's fans, thus quickly 

becoming RWBY's public image. 
It's not a RWBY song without 

his backup vocals. 





Red Like Roses

I couldn't take it, couldn't stand 
another minute

Couldn't bear another day without 
you in it

All of the joy that I had known for 
my life

Was stripped away from me the 
minute that you died

To have you in my life was all I ever 
wanted

But now without you I'm a soul 
forever haunted

Can't help but feel that I had taken 
you for granted

No way in hell that I can ever 
comprehend this

I wasn't dreaming when they told 
me you were gone

I was wide awake and feeling that 
they had to be wrong

How could you leave me when you 
swore that you would stay?

Now I'm trapped inside a nightmare 
every single freaking day

Every scene fades black, and there's 
no pretending

This little fairy tale doesn't seem to 
end well

There's no knight in shining armor 
who will wake me from the spell

I know you didn't plan this
You tried to do what's right.

But in the middle of this madness
I'm the one you left to win this 

fight

Red like roses
Fills my head with dreams and finds 

me Always closer
To the emptiness and sadness

That has come to take the place of 
you



√ cLick cRack
Riding on the train 

after midnight,
Our destination's 

a secret place
Full of friendly folk 
waiting to tell us

"Welcome to Wonderland"
With a little white dove 

named Darling
And a compass with its 

needle going wild
We're almost there, going 

at full speed
Triumphantly we ring 
the bell: ding dong!

Is this place…
Some kind of secret fairyland?

No, but this place
Is where everyone can have fun
And every day is like a bustling 

festival!
Wonderland it seems

Is exactly like we dreamed
A world that's bright and fun and 

sparkling
I want our days of being young 

to never end

Spending time with our new friends
The night train arrives at the 
station the departure time is 12 

midnight

Riding on the train after midnight,
Our destination is the normal 

world
Where our loving family will say 

"Welcome back"
I'm home!

Raise your voice, let's sing together
And raise up a toast to our 

wonderful night! 
Just like in stories, the legend of 

the mischief twins and their magic 
secret

Is the talk of the party in our 
lovely pleasant wonderful fantasy 

night!
The stars above are shining, tonight 

has been truly fantastic
The stars above are twinkling, 

tonight has been super fun'tastic
So let's begin the story again

Raise our hands, join our friends
cLick cRack!







Panda Hero

There's a certain place on the 
outskirts of the town

Scrap wood and lead pipes and junk 
all around Injection needles all 

stuck in a vdartboard
A hand sewn glove on a makeshift 

home base If you're in a jam, you can 
call her anytime Out there in the 

field circled by power lines
Chaotic vigilante, she answers to 
no man Metal bat brandished in her 

left hand
Radios that play static and white 
noise Flickering neon bunny girls 
from Playboy If you want her help, 
she asks for collateral Certain 
fruit from a poppy will be all

Step up and say "I ask of you, please"
Step back and present the opium seed

There's her voice in an indifferent 
grumble There's nowhere for you to 

run, now

Pa pa pa la, pa pa pa la pa
A smoky haze and bags under her 

eyes 
Let all make way for our pinch 

hitter
Pa pa pa la, pa pa pa la pa

It's really her, the Panda Hero
Pa pa pa la, pa pa pa la pa

So long to our opponent's killer 
liner

Cannibalism, only speak little of 
this

Playing with our singing androids, 
as if we were big kids

Of course we don't like her, though 
she's called a "hero"

But of course we keep a lookout 
for our dear ol' Hero

Got 'em throttled, run the bases, 
scoreboard doesn't lie!

So long to our opponent's killer 
liner



Drop Pop Candy 

Umbrella at your side, it's raining 
but you close it tight

"And how are you?" purred a cat 
just passing through

Those heels that you like are 
soaking, but is that alright?

Let out a sigh for another day the 
same as the last

Come on let's try, dye it blue and 
change it up from the past

Reflecting up from a puddle but 
then gone in a flash

Is that the most that you can 
dream or wanted to see?

Taking it step by step, we'll always 
move ahead

Our love is growing red, need me 
more, need you more

You fall down seven more times, 
I'll be there seven, eight, nine

As we keep trying, we'll find we're 
always singing the same tune

Now falling to her side, the drops 
of rain that mix with light

Their heads starting to sink, this 
boredom is too hard to fight
Just spinning lies with the only 

thread of kindness we saved
Or if we're blind and the truth is 

just a painting in grey
Drowning us out, all the noisy 

drops the fall in the rain
But fingertips traced every line and 

opened my eyes
Running to another day, I wanna 

break away and take the leap
As you're stuck on yesterday, no sun 

to rise would be okay with me
Every day, every day is okay

Taking it step by step, we'll always 
move ahead

Our love is growing red, need me 
more, need you more

You fall down seven more times, I'll 
be there seven, eight, nine

As we keep trying, we'll find you're 
always gonna be there too

We're always singing the same tune
Every day from now on







Lonely UFO

It's a softer color, the tiny wilted 
flower, its glowing is stopping 
But I don't know of anyone that's 
noticed, there's nobody that has 
seen a thing Your face is in my 

drawing, even though I can't see 
you, I'm still gonna draw you
I even made sure that I was 

including the row of crooked teeth 
that you have

Ah, I thought I saw a UFO 

and so I gotta let the world know
Hey, memories that move me time and 
time again Even despite them being 
dreams I feel I can't forget them

Maybe if I run into something to like 
again My mind won't be as bad as 
it's been A star spoke as it landed, 

it fell and I was branded, I dared to 
believe it A voice that was colder 

than any other, I let it make its mark 
on my brain Ah, misery will be my 
habit if I don't prepare myself to 

kill, quick 

Hey, generations that my DNA's 
moved through End inside of the 
hospital room that I'm shuffling 

to When I change out of these PJs 
into something new

I'll go home, I'll forget about you

Since you're not here with me 
right now, I'm drawing you, I'm 
drawing your face Everything 
I want to say is hidden by the 
imitations that I make, all for 

your sake 
Ah, even though I talk about you 

every day, Curtains hung up on the 
window panes just shake in place, 
oh, Maybe if the doctors help me 

in forgetting you
UFO might just go away too

Memories that move me time and 
time again

Even though they're just a dream I 
can't forget about them

Maybe when I find somebody I can 
love again

I will return to who I was, and be 
normal again



Cut Off Line

I'm going to trace the pre made 
dotted line with my finger

To tear off my faded emotions
It's something I can do without 
any effort So I should just tear 
them up without thinking too 

much about it
It was still inside me until 

yesterday morning
And yet, when I come to realize it 
I find it tumbling right in front 

of my eyes
The incomplete and ambiguous 
color of love that I tore off 

based on my sentimental argument
Was folded with the mountain 
fold and then with the valley 

fold only to end up completely 
wrinkled If only I could throw 
it into a trash can saying with 

confidence that this has nothing 
to do with me But the tears I shed 

yesterday are getting torn off
I'm going to wrench open my 

crime of conscience in a quiet 
voice

To set free my confined emotions
The fabricated coincidences and the 

lies I trusted
Will change their color the moment 

I give up
Once I remove all of my unnecessary 
memories and throw away my heavy 

luggage
The only thing I will be left with 

will be my weak self
It was still a beautiful memory 

within me until last night
And yet, when I come to realize it I 

can't even recall its name now
The incomplete and ambiguous 

color of love that I tore off based 
on my sentimental argument

Was folded with the mountain fold 
and then with the valley fold only 

to end up completely wrinkled
If only I could throw it into a 

trash can saying with confidence 
that this has nothing to do with me

But the tears I shed yesterday are 
getting torn off

The one I loved yesterday is getting 
torn off



Thank you to all the band members and the countless important 
people at anon records for making yet another great album 

possible. Without the numerous hours of hard work and care put 
into each and every song, it definitely wouldn't be in the hands 

of the most important person to thank, you! You will always 
be immeasurably valuable to us! Thank you once again for you 

continued support!




